
Picking And Decoding The Nissan NSN11 
Ignition Lock Using The Genuine Lishi 3in1 

pick/Decoder

NSN11



The Nissan NSN11 lock widely used on the Nissan 
Micra K11 for instance is a simple lock to deal with, 
it has 8 wafers and 4 wafer heights. all 8 wafers are 
housed in the door lock, boot lock and in the ignition 
lock.

As this is now a fairly old lock, it is a common
situation to find that a vehicle has had locks 
changed and runs on a different ignition lock 
to door locks. The process remains the same whether 
picking the door, the ignition or the boot/trunk lock.

Picking the NSN11 Ignition Lock  

We begin by centering the pick arm and fully  
inserting the pick in the nsn11 ignition lock  
and feeling for the binding wafer

Position 5 is the 1st to bind & pick                                  Position 3 is the next to bind and pick

NSN 11

The NSN11 3in1 pick decoder is of the single lifter 
variety, so the simplest to use, and on this lock you 
decode in the same direction as you pick, so a very 
straight forward tool and process.

There is no set sequence with this lock, it is just
a matter of feeling for the binding wafers, when 
a binding wafer is felt we pick it then find the next 
binding wafer until picked open, remembering the 
golden rule of it moves leave it alone. Tension 
needed is only light to medium, never heavy.



Position 7 is the next to bind and pick                           Position 6 is the next to bind and pick

Position 2 is next to bind and pick                                     Position 4 is next to bind and pick

Position 8 is next to bind and pick                                     Position 6 binds again, picks & opens

NB: only position 1 wasn't picked at all, so signifies that it's a 4 cut.



Decoding the NSN11 ignition 

Having picked the ignition lock, we hold it in the 
open position and decode in the same direction as 
we picked the lock.

Position 1 decodes as a No4 cut                                             Position 2 decodes as a No1 cut

Position 3 decodes as a No1 cut                                             Position 4 decodes as a No1 cut

Position 7 decodes as a No 1 cut                                           Position 8 decodes as a No 3 cut

This gives us a key from bow to tip of; 41112213, simply enter the cuts into your cut to code machine and 
cut the key .


